Explore JMKAC together!

Welcome to the Arts Center! There are seven galleries to see during your visit. In each gallery you will see an exhibition.

You have different jobs for different places! When you are at school, your job is to be a kind friend and learn new things. At the Arts Center, you have two jobs every time you visit.

Your first job is to look at the art! You will see artwork that you like, artwork that you have questions about, and maybe some artwork that you do not like very much. That is exactly what looking at art is all about! Talk with your friends and family about the art and try making art after your visit that reminds you of some of your favorite art in the galleries.

Your second job is to help us take care of the art! We want to keep the art safe. Please remember to:

• stay a few steps away from the artwork
• walk in the galleries
• use care when you point at an artwork; make sure you are far enough away to not touch it
• leave your food, drinks, and backpacks in the coatroom

Our gallery aides and front desk staff are here to help! Please ask them any questions you have about the Arts Center or about the art.
Words to Know

**Arts Center (or museum):** A place that displays and teaches about art. Museums often collect and preserve art.

**Gallery:** A room where art is displayed.

**Exhibition:** A display of artwork, and often other objects and artifacts, that share something in common. Three possible examples are: they were all created by the same artist, they are all created in the same medium, or they are all part of a story from a moment in history.

Tokens of Appreciation installation view at the John Michael Kohler Arts Center, 2020.